
The following instructions are guidelines only.  

 

Suspended or Wall-Mounted Wash Basins 

The mounting hardware included with the sink is two 8 mm bolts with corresponding nuts, washers and 

plastic sleeves.  To mount the sink onto the wall, you must locate studs in the wall and drill holes into 

the wall for the corresponding bolts. If the studs in the wall do not line up with the pre-drilled holes in 

the sink, you may secure a piece of wood with angled screws to the studs so that the holes will line up 

properly and ensure the stability of the mounting. The bolts will thread through the holes already drilled 

in the sink and into the wall. The bolt side will thread through the sink and secured with washers and 

nuts. The screw side of the bolt will go into the plastic sleeves and into the wall. 

 

Supported or Vessel Wash Basins 

After the plumbing and pipes are set into place with the vanity, connect the sink to the corresponding 

pipes through the vanity. To set the sink in place, line the bottom rim with silicon. Press the sink firmly 

into the vanity to ensure the permanent placement of the basin and remove any excess silicon with a 

rag. Connect the corresponding piping for the sink. 

 

Semi- Recessed Wash Basins: 

Installation of a semi-recessed sink is very similar to the installation of a vessel or supported sink. Upon 

receiving the sink, you must cut the proper measurements out of where you will be mounting the sink 

(i.e. vanity or table top). Once the top is cut to fit the sink and the piping is in place, you can mount the 

sink onto the table top. Line the bottom of the sink with silicon. Press the sink firmly into the vanity and 

remove any excess silicon with a rag. Connect the corresponding piping for the sink. 

 


